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Abstract: A dramatic increase in malware in our day-to-day 
life causes a noteworthy problem in cyber security. The traditional 
approaches and signature-based models are not sufficient to 
defense with the new malware. To achieve zero-day attacks of 
malware, these approaches are not much competent to face new 
malware. To enhance the compete for the mechanism of 
classifying new malware the machine learning approaches are 
highly effective. To classify new malware with the high 
dimensionality of data leads to reduce the quality of output and 
low-performance results. In this paper, we propose a new hybrid 
strategy that combines the power of feature selection methods 
along with ensemble learning methods to improve accuracy for 
high dimensionality of data. This hybrid approach having three 
stages, preprocessing, feature selection and classification. Three 
different types of feature selection methods: ExtraTreesClassifier, 
Percentile and KBest feature selection methods are used to select 
the best features (dimensionality reduction) and four ensemble 
classifiers: AdaBoost, Gradient Boosting, Random Forest and 
Bagging are used for classification. The accuracy of ensemble 
classifiers are increased with this hybrid model and produces 
better results of classification with 91.50% accuracy. For dealing 
with the high dimensionality of data this hybrid approach is very 
effective and gives better results. 

Keywords: Hybrid Model, Dimensionality Reduction, Machine 
Learning, Feature Selection, Classification, Malware detection, 
Ensemble Learning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to a recent survey of malware statistics [1] by 

comparitech, there is a drastic growth of malware and 
becomes more harmful to the internet and arises major 
concerns in security. Malware effects more on the internet 
especially in websites and there are millions of websites are 
blocked due to FormJacking attacks. To achieve zero-day 
attacks in recent decades become more crucial. For 
identifying the new malware there is a need for classification. 
The traditional approaches of classification [2] are not 
overcome some issues in classification because of 
advancements in malware growth. Machine learning 
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approaches bring more advanced techniques in malware 
detection classification [3]. To improve classification 
accuracy several approaches are newly implemented in 
recent decades. The feature selection methods [4] support at 
most in malware detection classification and it provides the 
more advantages like it is a solution to the over-fitting 
problem, it is best to fit for dimensionality reduction, it 
reduces the processing time by removing irrelevant or 
unwanted features from the dataset. The other enhancement 
of machine learning is ensemble learning. The overview of 
ensemble learning methods is discussed in Section 3. 
 In this paper, we use more advanced techniques of feature 
selection methods and machine learning methods (Ensemble 
learning) and proposed a hybrid framework to improve 
classification accuracy. In Section 2, existing literature works 
are discussed. The overview of feature selection methods and 
ensemble learning methods are explained in Section 3. In 
Section 4, the new hybrid framework of malware detection 
classification is explained in detail. The experimental results, 
comparison and discussion carried out in Section 5. The 
conclusion of this paper is defined in Section 6. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Khammas et.  al [5] presents a work of comparative study 
with different feature selection methods and machine 
learning methods. This work gets better results with the 
combination of Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier about 97% 
accuracy. 

Yerima et. al [6] presents work to improve the accuracy 
rate of malware detection classification from 97-99%. [7] 
presents a work with five feature selection methods and five 
machine learning classifier Naïve Bayes (NB), Multi- Layer 
Perceptron (MLP), K-nearest Neighbour (KNN), Random 
Forest (RF) and Decision Tree(J48). The dataset is from the 
previous existing works. The overall best accuracy is 83% 
achieved with MLP classifier. 
  Narudin et. al [8] defines the work with the Genome 
dataset in the WEKA tool. The feature selection methods and 
five machine learning classifiers KNN, MLP, J48, RF and 
Bayes Network are used for classification. They got the best 
results with 99.9% accuracy with the RF classifier. 

[9] presents a work with three different datasets,  feature 
selection and ensemble classifier SVM-AR is used for 
classification. The better accuracy is obtained with ensemble 
classifier SVM-AR (Association Rules) and less execution 
time. 
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Fig. 1. Proposed Model for Hybrid Approach 

III. OVERVIEW OF METHODS 

 The Feature Selection methods and Ensemble learning 
methods that are used in the hybrid framework of this paper 
are explained below. 

A. Feature Selection Methods 

Feature selection methods process the features to remove 
irrelevant features and it forms the best feature set that leads 
to improving high accuracy of classification [10-12]. The 
feature selection methods used in this paper are 
ExtraTreesClassifier, Percentile and KBest methods which 
are defined below. 
ExtraTreesClassifier is an ensemble classifier used for 
feature selection. It is constructed using the training sample. 
It is a similar kind of Random Forest ensemble machine 
learning classifier[13]. The best features [14] are selected 
based on the formulae of Information Gain and Entropy 
which are (1) and (2) given below. It aggregates the several 
correlated decision trees to “forest”.  
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Percentile Method [15] is a feature selection method used to 
select the best features basing on the percentiles scores of 
features. 
 KBest [16] is a feature selection method used to select the 
best features basing on the k value of the highest scores. 

B. Ensemble Learning 

Ensemble learning is a collection of basic models of machine 
learning. It aggregates the solution from the decisions of 
different sample sets of basic models and gives the 
optimization solution to the problem [17, 18]. The 
ensemble-based machine learning classifiers used in this 
hybrid model is AdaBoost, Random Forest (RF) [19], 
Gradient Boosting, and Bagging [20].  

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed model contains three different stages. First, the 
preprocessing of the dataset, which means cleaning or 
removing missing values and outliers present in the dataset. 
Without preprocessing the dataset gives inaccurate data 
which leads to inaccurate results. Preprocessing is done 
WEKA tool, for finding any missing values or outliers. After 
preprocessing, now the dataset is ready for the feature 
selection process. The second process of this proposed model 
is feature selection; here feature selection methods are 
applied in three different filters. The third process contains 
the ensemble learning classifiers for classification. The 
Pseudo-code for the proposed model is given below. 
1. Select Dataset A 
2. Preprocess dataset A and removes missing values and 
outliers from the dataset A 
3. Impute feature selection method on dataset A 
4. Keep best feature subset FS1 from dataset A and remaining 
feature subset RFS separately 
5. Impute feature selection  method on RFS 
6. Repeat the process from step 3 to step 6 for all three feature 
selection methods 
7. Collect FS2, FS3 
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8. Combines all the feature subsets FS1, FS2, and FS3 to FS 
that to unique features, FS <-{FS1, FS2, FS3} 
9. Build an Ensemble Machine Learning classifier model on 
FS.  
10. Compute and Compare results. 
 The overview of proposed hybrid model is shown in Fig. 
1and it is implemented in python script. 

Dataset Description 

The dataset for this hybrid approach is collected from the 
Internet. The dataset contains large dimensionality with 85 
features and 3610 rows. Among them 693 files are Benign 
and the remaining files are malware files.  

Feature Selection 

Feature Selection is the process of selecting the best features 
among total features for classification which is most relevant. 
The feature selection process is implemented in Python. This 
hybrid proposed model contains a total of three filters. In 
each filter, the most relevant features are filtered and the 
remaining features are forwarded to the other frequent filter.   
In Filter 1, the preprocessed dataset is considered for feature 
selection. The most relevant features are selected using the 
feature selection method ExtraTreesClassifier. After 
applying the ExtraTreesClassifier feature selection method 
on the preprocessed dataset and it produces output as 25 best 
features among total 85 features with feature importance 
values as scores defined in Fig. 3 and the overview of filter 1 
is defined in Fig.  2. These kept features are kept in to aside 
for further processing, and the remaining 72 features are 
forwarded to the next filter i.e., second filter. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Feature Selection using ExtraTrees Classifier 

 

Fig. 3. Feature Importances of Best Selected Features by 
ExtraTreesClassifier  

In Filter 2, the remaining features of Filter 1 are processed 
using feature selection method Percentile. The percentile 
method selects 6 best and relevant features from 60 features 
and the remaining 54 features are forwarded to the third 
Filter. The overview of feature selection by the percentile 
method is shown in Fig. 4. The feature importance scores of 
the 6 best features selected by the percentile method are 
shown in Fig. 5. 
In Filter 3, the remaining features of Filter 2 are processed by 
using the KBest feature selection method  and it selects 5 best 
features from 54 features. The overview of feature selection 
in Filter 3 is shown in Fig. 6 and the feature importances of 
these 5 best features are shown in Fig. 7. 
The overview of the overall process of feature selection by 
the three filters is shown in Fig. 8.  
After the feature selection process, the best features selected 
by ExtraTreesClassifier with 25 features, 6 features by 
Percentile and 5 features by KBest, all these features are 
combined and forms a dataset FS as mentioned in the 
pseudo-code, for further process of modeling. 
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Fig. 4. Overview of Best Selected Features by Percentile 
Method  

 

 

Fig. 5. Feature Importances of Best Selected Features by 
Percentile Method 

 

 

Fig. 6. Overview of best feature selection by KBest 
Method 

 

Fig. 7. Feature Importances of Best Features by KBest 
method 
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Fig. 8. The overall overview of feature selection by all 
three filters 

Classification 

Ensemble learning is mainly used to get an optimized 
solution. The combinations of several machine learning 
models or classifiers are formed by ensemble learning 
classifiers. The processed dataset FS is carried out for 
classification. There are 4 different ensemble learning 
classifiers AdaBoost, Gradient Boosting, Bagging and 
Random Forest are used for classification in the proposed 
work.  Table-I shows the accuracy table for classification 
with the hybrid model and all three feature selection methods 
and with no feature selection methods. Among all the results, 
the Hybrid model with a random forest classifier gives the 
better result of 91.50 % accuracy. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The results of the classification are taken under the conditions 
of 30 % testing data and 70% Training data as it is split from 
the whole dataset. The experimental results of the hybrid 
approach along with feature selection methods are given in 
Table-I and the respective figure of Table-I is represented in 
Fig.  9 which shows the performance metric as accuracy. 

Table-I shows that the Hybrid approach gives better results in 
all aspects of feature selection methods and ensemble 
classifiers. The Random Forest classifier gives better 
accuracy with 91.50%. 
Table-I  illustrates the results of all ensemble methods with a 
respective hybrid approach , feature selection methods and 
without using the feature selection method as tabulated. The 
accuracy of the classification model without using any 
feature selection methods are also tabulated in Table-I. All 
ensemble methods are given good results in hybrid approach. 
When compared hybrid approach with each feature selection 
methods ExtraTreesClassifier, Percentile and KBest , hybrid 
approach produce more better result. The last column of the 
table is listed that the accuracy of the classification of 
ensemble models to the original dataset without using any 
feature selection methods. The next among the Random 
Forest classifier the Bagging classifier gives the next better 
results with 91.04% accuracy. 
 
 

 

Fig. 9. Accuracy of classification model for ensemble 
classifiers 

 
 

Table- I: Accuracy of Ensemble Classifiers with hybrid and other feature selection methods

S.No. Ensemble Methods 
Hybrid 

Approach 
ExtraTrees 
Classifier 

Percentile KBest 
No Feature 
Selection 

1 AdaBoost 87.1652 83.1948 79.7783 81.3481 84.3951 

2 Random Forest 91.5050 88.3656 82.7331 80.8864 89.1966 

3 Gradient Boosting 88.1809 85.7802 80.7017 80.8864 85.9649 

4 Bagging 91.0434 89.5660 81.1634 81.8559 87.9963 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

The Hybrid approach of malware detection classification 
framework can effectively prove that it gives the best results 
of the classification of new malware samples and very much 
effective for high dimensionality of data. The ensemble 
classifier Random Forest gives the better result of 91.50% 
accuracy. The remaining classifiers are also given a better 
result when compared to the results of other feature selection 
methods and to the results of classification of original data 
i.e., without using feature selection methods. This hybrid 
framework works extremely when the high dimensionality of 
data. The filters method used in the hybrid framework can 
purify all the features and produce the most relevant best 
features basing on the score values or feature importance 
values. These filter methods can be applied more for the high 
dimensionality of data. The usage of different feature 
selection methods in filters instead of using single feature 
selection gives better results. 
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